Corrigenda

Primary structure of the elongation factor 1α in *Sulfolobus solfataricus*

by P.Arcari, M.Gallo, G.Ianniciello, A.Dello Russo and V.Bocchini


The authors wish to apologize for a misreading of the nucleotide sequence of the aEF-1α gene. This led to the substitution in the primary structure of the elongation factor 1α of a glutamine for a histidine. In addition, a mistake was made in the numbering of the residues. Therefore in the right hand column of text, line 8 should read: ‘...aEF-1α contains the consensus motifs G₁₃HVHDHGK₁₉...’ and in Figure 1, Q₁₄ in the first line should be substituted by H.

Gilvocarcin V exhibits both equilibrium DNA binding and UV light induced DNA adduct formation which is sequence context dependent

by R.M.Knobler, F.B.Radlwimmer and M.J.Lane


The authors wish to apologize for an error in the text of the legend to figure 3. Namely the symbols should be reversed so that the sentences on line 5 of the legend should read: Open triangles represent $d[(AA)₃AGCT(TT)₃]₂$. Filled circles represent $d[(AT)₃AGCT(AT)₃]₂$. 